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ABSTRACT 
Recently, a flexible image database retrieval system 
where iniage keywords call be captured automati- 
cally is strongly ~equired,  to  manage a practical Iium- 
1)er of image data  sl~ccessfully. But image recogni- 
t io~i /~~nderstar i t l i~ig technology level is not generally 
inefficient enough to achieve this requirement. 

I11 order to overcome this problem, we propose a new 
i~iiag(, data1)ase framework here. In the proposed sys- 
t rm,  image keywords ale  extracted in fully-automated 
fashion by the deviced image recognition system. Im- 
age keywords used here is a collection of recognized 
objects in the image, where recognition levels are al- 
lowed to be intermediate or imperfect. We introduce 
the concept of "recognition thesaurus" for managing 
these various level keywords successfully. As an em- 
l~otliment of this concept we implemented an image 
datal~ase with various types of sports scenes. Retrieval 
evaluations reveals the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a flexi1)le image database retrieval sys- 
tcmi where iniage keywords can be captured automati- 
cally is strongly rrquired, to manage a practical num- 
ber of image data  successfully. But image recogni- 
tion/understanding technology level is not generally 
i~iefficie~it enough to achieve this requirement. 

In o ~ d r r  to overconic this problem, we propose a new 
irilagc. tlatal~ase franir,work here. In the proposed sys- 
teni, image kt3ywords are extracted in fully-automated 
fashion by the deviced image recognition system. Im- 
age keywords used here is a collection of recognized 
objects In the image, where recognition levels are al- 
lowed to be intermediate or imperfect. In other words, 
each of these keywords has a various abstract level; 
some are very high and satisfactory, but other are 
very low and unsatisfactory. We introduce the concept 
of "recognition thesaurus" for managing these various 
level keywords successfully. "Recognition thesaurus" 
illherits the topology of the image recognition system, 
and consists of the relations between the different level 
of keywords When someone w i s h ~ s  to retrieve images, 
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Figure 1: basic framework of proposed system 

he addresses a conceptual request to the system. The 
system interprets the request and makes an espanded 
keywords, then the system seeks images which satisfy 
the "expanded keywords by using "recognition the- 
saurus". As an embodiment of this concept we imple- 
mented an image database with various types of sports 
scenes. Retrieval evaluations reveals the effectiveness 
of the proposed method. 

2 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 

Figure 1 shows the framework of the proposed sys- 
tem. 

A keyword extraction part prepares iniage key- 
words from each image datum using an image recog- 
nitionlunderstanding system. The image rccogni- 
tionlunderstanding system used here, makes a collec- 
tion of recognized objects from an image. The most 
important feature of this recognition system is that  
achieved recognition level of each object can be ac- 
cessed from outside even if it's an imperfect and in- 
termediate one. We realize this feature by using our 
state transition model[5] as described in Sectio~i 4.1. 

In the keyword management/comparison part,  ex- 
tracted image keywords are managed as a recognition 
thesaurus, detail of which is discussed in Section 3. 
Through this recognition thesaurus, image recognition 
mechanism is shared with the keyword extraction part. 
The user-interface analyzes users' requests and dis- 
plays retrieved images. 



4.1 Keyword extraction 

Figure 2: a typical state transition model 

3 RECOGNITION 
THESAURUS(RT) 

Here we describe "recognition thesaurus(RT)" 
which manages i~nage  keywords extracted with the im- 
age recognition syst,eni. RT is a kind of thesaurus. Or- 
dinary thesauruses group keywords together according 
to their concepts or semantics, but RT groups accord- 
ing to  their recognit,ion level. 

M'hen we recognize images using a general purpose 
image recognition syst,ein such as a st,ate-transition 
model[5], we often face the problem that some ob- 
jects in an image cari~lot reach satisfactory recognition 
states because of failing to  find recognition rules cor- 
responding to the situations, on the other hands, in 
the ordinary database keywords of satisfactory levels 
of recognit,ion are only used in the applicat,ion or re- 
trievals. Therefore, a complete image recognition sys- 
tem is required, and it is why fully-automated keyword 
extraction has not been realized. 

To cope with this problem, we propose here the 
nse of realized recognition levels, even if t,liey are un- 
sat,isfactory ones. Figure 2 shows one typical exam- 
ple of the stat,e t,rallsit,ion model in our general pur- 
pose rerognit,ion system. The upper-most level corre- 
spontls to  satisfactory levels and often gives concep- 
t11a1 keywords. .Anot,her recognized objects are unsat- 
isfactory ones. Our idea is to  employ these unsatis- 
factory recognit,ion levels as keywords. To realize this 
idra, t,he recognition tree (i.e. Figure 2) is used for 
restoring t,hc keywords. In t,hat sense, we call t,his 
tree as "Recognition Thesaurus(RT)" . For example, 
"$greenv or "$black-object" in the tree of Figure 2 is 
used for a sul~st,it,utional keyword of "$greenfieldn or 
"$humanhead". 

4 CONSTRUCTION OF SPORTS 
SCENE IMAGE DATABASE 

As an embodiment of the general framework in Sec- 
tion 2 and 3, we implemented an image database with 
various kind of sport scenes in which automatically 
extracted keywords are managed by RT. 

Firstly, let's discuss an image keywortl extraction sys- 
tem in our system. As described before, a flexihle im- 
age understanding system using a state-transition-type 
iniage understanding model[5] is employed for the pur- 
pose of both generality of the system and realization of 
RT described in Section 3. In this image understand- 
ing system, firstly, tokens, which are hnsic units for i ~ n -  
age understanding, are extracted from an image, and 
then, extracted tokens are labeled according to a state- 
transition-type recognition rules. Figure 3 shows one 
part of system description. A state transition model 
consists of a state transition graph and state transi- 
tion rules. In Figure 3, transition rules are written 
in Prolog. Users can generate easily their own recog- 
nition system by giving these transition type recogni- 
tion rnles. Each token transfers its state according to 
its current state, its geometric parameter(color, shape, 
area), its environment situation, etc., until any token 
reaches s~~rcessful  state, or reaches transfer saturation. 

We describe the example of the usage of the e x t r c -  
tion and its relation with RT (refering to Figlire 3). 
For example, as a result of recognition, segment (i) 
in the image (refering to Figure 4(b))  has reached 
$white-object state. This is actually a soccer ball, 
but its attributes and its environnlent circumstances 
do not allowed to satisfy the rule Rk for transition to  
$soccer-ball state. In such situation the system regis- 
ters the segment as the state $white-object, and when 
images which include soccer-ball object are requested 
in the image retrieval process, the system searches 
not only data  given the keyword "$soccer-ball" but 
also data  given the keyword "$white-object". For 
this purpose, a set of the topological relation be- 
tween all states(1ike the relation between the the state 
$white-object and state $soccer-ball) should be main- 
tained in the retrieval system, which corresponds t o  
the RT. In other words, the topology of the state- 
transition-type image understanding model itself can 
be used as "recognition thesaurus". 

token extraction 

I11 the image recognition system above, we need to ex- 
tract tokens which is a basic unit of recognition from 
images. Because this image database is a full-color 
sports scene image database, segments extracted by a 
color segmentation system are selected as tokens. A 
color quantization method developed by our groups(61 
is adopted as the color segmentation system, because 
it can realize fastest segmentation among various color 
segmentation including Orlander's method. Each to- 
ken has its attributes like color informations (hue, sat- 
uration, intensity) of the segment, area, and shape. 
These attributes with their relations are used to con- 
struct the state transition rule for recognition. 



(a)  state transition graph 

( h )  state transition rules 

Figure 3: a part of a stat,? transition graph and tran- 
sition rules 

( I ) )  t~lgc, i~ilagr 

state transition model Figure 4: example of image keyword extri~ction 

U'e construct a state transition model for labeling ex- 
tracted tokens(, whose one part is given in Figure 3).  
As describe above, the state transition graph can be 
used for "recognition tliesaurl~s" of this database. 

Figure 4 shows an example of these image keywords 
extraction. Figure 4(a) with the chain codes of all 
segment is displayed in Figure 4(b). All segments are 
labeled with the state-t ransition-type image recogni- 
tion model. For example, the segment (ii) in Figure 4 
art. labeled "greenfield". All the segments(except 
too small region) are registered in the database with 
"rcragnition thesa~~rus"  (Figure 3(a)) 

keyword management 

As describe before, in the keyword management in 
our database not only satisfactory recognized results 
corresponding to conceptual level, but also unsatisfac- 
tory resnlts correspontling to  intermediate levels of the 
recognition tree should be ~naintained with this topol- 
ogy. 

Figure 5 shows the image(i.e. token) data  format 
for this management. Each object possesses its ob- 
jcctID, imageID, kt,ywordID, and attributes. These 
object da ta  are also ahie to  be thrown into the exist- 
ing multi-dimensional database system to correspond 
to the retrievals including the spatial relations between 

Figure 5 :  data format of object data 

objects. By this functions, such retrievals as "search 
images including 'human' in the upper-right hand part,  
can be easily realized. As a spatial management sys- 
tem, the 8-dimensional GBDtree[4] is used. 

4.2 Retrieval process 

Users(retrievers) arc sllpposed to want to  retricvcx irn- 
ages by their conceptional requests, which incll~tles 
various type retrievals ronccrning to not only contc~nts 
of the objects in the image, but also scene contents, ex- 
citeness, etc. As describe before, in our systrm, rilan- 
aged keywords are based on the objects in the imagr 
with RT, so abstraction level of most are not neces- 
sarily conceptual and multi-view. Therefore, the ~iiost 
important function is that the system must interpret 
the requests and convert then1 to the objective level 



Figure 6: retrieval flow 

description. 
In our system the relation of the requests and the 

objective-level keywords is stored like a knowledge 
base. In the present embodiment, this relation is rep- 
rese~ited as linking of the request and the objects to  
be included in the required images. This method is il- 
lustrated in Figure 6. For example, if user gives a con- 
ceptual level request including "soccer", the system 
convert it t o  lower level(i.e. objective-level) descrip- 
tion "$greenfield and $goal-post" using this knowl- 
edge base. To realize the knowledge base in flexibil- 
ity and gradual fashion, interactive indication of some 
concept is allowed. 

4.3 Experimental results 

To evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness, an exper- 
imental system based on the above idea has been im- 
plemented on our workstation(Sun 3) in language C. 
System sizc of basic part is about 2000 lines. In the 
experiment, 50 scene images from 10 kinds of sports, 
including soccer, pro-wrestling, track-and-field, voley- 
ball, etc. Various kind of retrieve experiments have 
been tried. Results are fairly satisfactory except that 
in most of retrievals some "noise" images reflecting the 
RT structure with lower-level objects description have 
been mixed in the desired images. 

Figure 7 shows one example of such retrievals. A 
user requested to  retrieve "soccer scene". Firstly, the 
system search the keyword "soccer". But it failed 
because such conceptual level keyword could not be 
extracted automatically. Then, the system converted 
the requests to  lower concept "greenfield, goal-post" 
"soccer-ball", and "stadillmfence" in the RT, and 
each of objects including the keywords ("greenfield", 
"goal-post" , etc.) are retrieved from the object 
databrrse. The images with higher certainty defined 
by low objects which include all of the required ob- 
jects are displayed(as can be seen in Figure 7). 

Seeing the displayed images, the required "soc- 
cerscene" images are included successfully, but un- 
necessary scenes are also included as noise in this case, 
because these scene include similar necessary objects 
of lower abstraction level. 

Figure 7: retrieval result for request. "soccer s c e n i  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
A new image database system with capability 

of fully-automated image keyword extraction, using 
"recognition thesaurus" has been presented. "Recog- 
nition thesaurus" plays an important role to  realize the 
practical combination of difficult image understanding 
and relatively satisfactory retrievals. In other words, 
we could say that this system can realize retrieval with 
fully-automated keyword extraction at  about 70-80% 
using image understanding technique at  about 50%. 

Hereafter, we intend to increase example images 
more powerful and user-interface more flexible and im- 
prove the framework including the image undrrstand- 
ing function. 
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